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ARTIST STATEMENT
David Turner creates diverse art works that explore and critically comment on war and
terrorism. His art materialises in many forms, as Turner produces both two-dimensional
representations and objects with a seemingly playful quality for their use of LEGO bricks and
Hama Beads, or because made with or replicating toys.
These pieces’ playfulness is only apparent as they are connected to grave themes. Using
those materials and toys that were popular when he was a child, the artist revisits his
childhood when growing up in turbulent Belfast during the ‘70s. While Turner’s art contains
autobiographical elements, it is created drawing upon considerations on present and
historical conflicts and terrorist attacks in the world, and possible future threats. It is also
inspired by thoughts on the devastating effects on their victims, especially children who like
he was, are now caught in a conflict. Associated with these memories and reflections, his art
is intended as a critical commentary on the atrocities and glorification of war and violence.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
David Turner lives and works in Belfast, Northern Ireland. He attended the Belfast School of
Art, Ulster University in 2001 as a mature student, finishing in 2004 with a BA (Hons) Degree
in Fine and Applied Arts and in 2006 with a Master of Fine Arts Degree. His art has been
showcased in numerous exhibitions nationally and internationally and has been acquired for
public and private collections.
David also contributed to the local art scene supporting both artists and arts organisations. A
founding board and studio member of Platform Arts Belfast, he played a major
role establishing it as one of the city's go-to venues for contemporary art, and until recently
he sat on the board of QSS Studios Belfast. He is now still part of QSS as a studio member.

